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ABSTRACT

Grey-box fuzzing is an evolutionary process, which maintains and

evolves a population of test cases with the help of a fitness function.

Fitness functions used by current grey-box fuzzers are not informa-

tive in that they cannot distinguish different program executions as

long as those executions achieve the same coverage. The problem

is that current fitness functions only consider a union of data, but

not their combination. As such, fuzzers often get stuck in a local

optimum during their search. In this paper, we introduce Ankou,

the first grey-box fuzzer that recognizes different combinations of

execution information, and present several scalability challenges

encountered while designing and implementing Ankou. Our exper-

imental results show that Ankou is 1.94× and 8.0× more effective

in finding bugs than AFL and Angora, respectively.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Software testing and de-

bugging; • Security and privacy→ Software security engineer-

ing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fuzzing has recently gained popularity thanks to its proven record

and its ease of use [37]. It has identified thousands of real-world

vulnerabilities from a variety of software [6], and it has been de-

veloped by numerous security practitioners as well as academic

researchers. Furthermore, it does not necessitate much information

from the analyst beyond the entry point setup and optionally an

initial set of test cases, so-called seeds.
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Seeds provide initial starting points for fuzzing. A seed corre-

sponds to a program execution, and fuzzers can explore program

paths mostly around this execution. Therefore, seeds need to be

dynamically added or removed from the initial seed pool during a

fuzzing campaign in order to efficiently explore the program state

space. Grey-box fuzzers perform such a process by using a fitness

function, which decides the quality of a given test case. As the seed

pool evolves, fuzzers tend to generate more test cases that meet the

fitness criteria enforced by the fitness function.

The current consensus is to leverage code coverage, such as

branch coverage, as their fitness function. For instance, if a test case

covers a new branch in the program under test, then we add it to

the pool as it meets the fitness criterion. The actual implementation

varies for each fuzzer, but they share the same idea: they prefer test

cases that achieve new code coverage.

Despite its wide use, the current strategy of using code coverage

as a fitness function suffers from critical information loss. Since

code coverage only considers a union of information, if any one

of the tested executions exercises a branch, for instance, then the

branch is regarded as visited. As such, fuzzers can easily disregard

test cases that do not improve code coverage even if they allow our

fuzzers to exercise valuable execution paths. However, bugs often

manifest when we exercise a specific execution path, but not when

we visit a specific code snippet. For example, buffer overflow bugs

do not occur when we visit the buggy loop, but they show up only

when we exercise the loop more than a certain threshold.

Unfortunately, handing the aforementioned issue is challenging

for the following three reasons: (C1) our fitness function should

be informative in that it can quantify difference between program

executions, (C2) our fitness function should be computationally fast

while still being informative, and (C3) our fitness function should

not accept too many seeds in the seed pool to be able to handle

them in a practical manner.

First, our fitness function should be able to sensitively quantify

program executions. That is, given two program executions, we

need to be able to decide which one fits better for future fuzzing.

Suppose we want to use path coverage as a fitness function. That

is, if a test case exercises an unseen path, we consider it to meet

the fitness criterion. In this case, the fitness function itself cannot

judge the relative importance between test cases because the fitness

function can only make a binary decision. The same problem exists

for any coverage-based fitness function.

Second, computing informative fitness itself can be too costly.

Since program executions naturally incorporate millions of instruc-

tions alongwith complex semantics, extracting their comprehensive

information from an execution is typically an expensive process.

Furthermore, the time complexity of a fitness function is critical
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for grey-box fuzzing as we will have to invoke the fitness function

for every test case generated during a fuzzing campaign.

Third, merely employing an informative fitness function can

quickly make grey-box fuzzing unproductive as our fuzzer would

admit too many seeds in the seed pool. For instance, one may

produce a seed for every single path if we use path coverage as a

fitness function. In this case, it may not even be possible for the

fuzzer to give a trial for every seed in the pool.

In this paper, we tackle all the above challenges by introducing

a novel fuzzing technique that we refer to as distance-based fuzzing.

It leverages an informative fitness function that we call distance-

based fitness function to deal with (C1). It also employs a novel

dimensionality reduction technique that we call dynamic PCA to

handle (C2). Lastly, it manages its seed pool with a technique called

adaptive seed pool update for (C3).

Distance-based fuzzing employs an informative fitness function

that we refer to distance-based fitness function to handle (C1). It

measures the behavioral similarity between two executions by ex-

amining the combinations of exercised branches. The key intuition

is to expand our view from a set of program elements (such as

branches) to a set of combinations of program elements. By chang-

ing our perspective, we can easily identify the uniqueness of an

execution in contrast to other executions even if the execution

does not achieve novel code coverage. Note our fitness function

only leverages readily available information in most state-of-the-art

fuzzers, namely branch coverage (see §2.1).

Although the idea of distance-based fitness function integrates

well with grey-box fuzzing, it is still challenging to adopt it in

practice as computing the fitness itself is computationally expensive.

This is mainly because we need to deal with a higher number of

states as our fitness function gets more informative. According to

our study, fuzzing with our distance-based fitness function makes

fuzzers 13.2× slower.

To tackle this challenge (C2), we present dynamic PCA, which

is inspired by a well-known statistical approach called Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) [27]. PCA reduces the dimensionality

of a data set while guaranteeing to preserve the maximum amount

of information from the original set. However, PCA itself is com-

putationally too expensive to be used with fuzzing. We cannot run

PCA for every fuzzing iteration for the same reason the distance-

based fitness cannot be directly used for fuzzing. To the best of our

knowledge, none of the existing PCA variations suits our needs.

Therefore, we present a novel and practical dimensionality re-

duction technique that we call dynamic PCA. The core idea is to

make the PCA computation to be incremental so that we do not

need to recompute PCA from scratch. Our empirical study demon-

strates that dynamic PCA can efficiently reduce the computational

cost of the distance-based fitness function while introducing only

18% of information loss on average.

Finally, we introduce adaptive seed pool update to effectively

manage the size of the seed pool (C3). The crux of our approach is to

dynamically adjust the sensitivity of our pool update function based

on the relative difference between program executions. Since our

distance-based fitness function can quantify differences between

program executions by its design, we can compare test cases based

on their fitness to actively decide the sensitivity of the pool update

function. In our study, Ankou without adaptive seed pool update

was not functioning due to the excessive memory requirement and

fitness computation cost.

To demonstrate our ideas, we designed and implemented Ankou,

our prototype fuzzer, which leverages distance-based fitness func-

tion, dynamic PCA, as well as adaptive seed pool update to tackle

all the three challenges. We performed a thorough evaluation for

Ankou on 24 real-world application packages by spending a total

of 2,682 CPU days. The results are promising, Ankou is 1.94× and

8.0× better in finding unique crashes compared to AFL [58] and

Angora [14], respectively. Moreover, Ankou found a large variety

of previously unknown software bugs in real-world software.

In summary, our contributions are as follows.

(1) We present an informative fitness function for grey-box

fuzzing that we call distance-based fitness function.

(2) We introduce dynamic PCA, which is a novel approach to

dynamically reduce the dimensionality of the distance-based

fitness computation.

(3) We design and implement Ankou, the first fuzzer prototype

for distance-based fuzzing.

(4) We create our own benchmark, which consists of 24 real-

world application packages, and we make it public.

(5) We make our source code along with our benchmark pub-

lic on GitHub to support open science: https://github.com/

SoftSec-KAIST/Ankou.

2 BACKGROUND

This section presents fundamental concepts required to understand

the proposed idea, and defines several necessary terminologies that

we use throughout the paper.

2.1 Fitness and Local Optimum Problem

Current grey-box fuzzers primarily use code coverage as their fit-

ness function: we add a test case to the seed pool if it achieves new

code coverage. However, coverage-guided fuzzing strategies can

miss out critical test cases that may guide fuzzers towards unseen

execution paths while not necessarily improving the code coverage

per se. We say we have reached a local optimum [30] as we cannot

obtain any more test cases that fulfill our fitness criterion even

though we have not yet tested all possible executions of the PUT.

This is certainly the case for fuzzing because some bugs can

only be triggered when a specific execution path is exercised. For

example, traditional buffer overflow bugs trigger when we exercise

a loop more than a certain threshold, but not when we simply

visited the loop; both the node and the branch coverage would

remain the same.

To mitigate this problem, AFL [58] and its descendants [10, 11,

14, 32, 33] employ a modified version of branch coverage, which

takes account of a hit count for each unique branch in the PUT.

Note that the modified coverage can represent a greater number

of program states compared to branch coverage: two executions

may hit branches for different number of times while achieving

the same branch coverage. We call such information gathered from

every program execution by AFL as branch-hit-count state1.

1Note that AFL introduces another approximation in their actual implementation: it
bucketizes hit counts by powers of two to roughly measure how often each branch is
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Figure 1: A hypothetical example showing branch-hit-count

states of 30 unique program executions. Each dot represents

a branch-hit-count state �x .

Definition 2.1 (Branch-Hit-Count State). Given a program p and
an input t , the branch-hit-count state ϵp (t) is a vector

ϵp (t) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1
...

xn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= �x

where n is the number of branches in p, and xi is the number of
hits for branch i in the execution. For simplicity, we let the branch-
hit-count state with a vector notation �x .

We note, however, that the fitness functions using branch-hit-

count states still suffer from the local optimum problem. For exam-

ple, let us consider a simple program p that has only three branches,
and assume that three test cases t1, t2, and t3 respectively pro-

duce the branch-hit-count states ϵp (t1) = (1, 1, 2), ϵp (t2) = (1, 1, 0),
and ϵp (t3) = (0, 1, 2). Suppose t1 is firstly given, and t2 and t3 are
produced while fuzzing the program. In this case, current fuzzers

including AFL will favor t1 as it can solely cover all the branches,
and thus, t2 and t3 will be considered redundant, and will not be
included in the population. Indeed, this is the key observation that

motivates our research.

2.2 Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [27] is a way of reducing the

dimensionality of a dataset while preserving as much information

as possible. To understand the basic process of PCA, let us consider

a hypothetical example where there is a program p with only two
branches. Each execution of the program will produce a branch-

hit-count state �x = (x1, x2), which contains two hit-count numbers
for each branch. Suppose our fuzzer has produced 30 test cases,

which exercise 30 unique program executions. Figure 1 illustrates

this example. Each dot represents a branch-hit-count state obtained

by an execution, and the X- and Y-axis represent the hit count for

branch 1 and 2, respectively.

The goal of PCA, in this example, is to obtain an 1-D plot from

the 2-D plot in such a way that all the points in the resulting plot

have the largest variance. For example, the dashed line in Figure 1

shows such an axis. If we project all the points onto the new axis,

i.e., the dashed line, then we obtain the maximum possible variance

between dots in the resulting 1-D plot.

exercised. We intentionally omit such details for brevity, but we note that it does not
impact our analyses.

In this paper, we let PCA be a function that takes in a space

representation as input, and returns an updated space representa-

tion as output. A space representation is a tuple of a basis B and a

covariance matrix Σ. That is, PCA is a function of type

PCA : (B,Σ) → (B′,Σ′).

The returned space representation has a reduced dimensionality

and each axis, i.e., each column vector of B′, is linearly independent

to the other ones.

In the context of PCA, the tuple of a basis matrix and a covari-

ance matrix effectively describes all the necessary information. A

covariance matrix is a symmetric matrix representing how each

data component are affected by each other. Since the example plot is

on a 2-D Euclidean space, we can represent its basis as a 2 standard

basis matrix.

B =

[
1 0

0 1

]
.

To represent the relationship between the two components of Fig-

ure 1, we consider a 2 × 2 covariance matrix Σ of the space. Each

element in the (i, j) position is the covariance between the i-th and
j-th components.

Σ =

[
6.930 2.728

2.728 2.231

]
.

The element in (1,1) represents the covariance between the first

component and itself, which means the variance of the first compo-

nent. The elements in (1, 2) and (2, 1) are the same as the covariance

between two components is the same regardless of their order.

In the perspective of linear algebra [52], PCA is equivalent to

an eigendecomposition process on the given covariance matrix,

which returns a diagonal matrix Σ′ and a basis matrix B′. The basis

B
′ contains eigenvectors as its column vectors, which represents

the axes of a new coordinate system. Σ′ has the eigenvalues on its

diagonal entries, which are the variances of the corresponding new

axes. Specifically when applied to Σ above, we obtain the following

covariance matrix and basis matrix.

Σ
′ =

[
8.180 0

0 0.981

]
, and B′ =

[
0.909 0.417

0.417 −0.909

]
.

In order to maximize the variance of the lower dimensionality

space, we chose the axes with the highest variances. In this case,

since it has a variance of 8.180, we select the vector [0.909, 0.417],

which corresponds to the dashed line of Figure 1. This becomes our

new axis of the desired 1-D plot.

3 DISTANCE-BASED FUZZING FITNESS

The key challenge that we address here (C1) is designing an infor-

mative fitness function for grey-box fuzzing, which can sensitively

quantify the difference between test cases and their corresponding

executions on the PUT. Remarkably, we found that the branch-hit-

count states used by current fuzzers already provide just enough

information about test cases for judging their potential to be used

as a future seed. The idea is to consider each branch-hit-count state

as a vector, as defined in §2.1, which enables us to compute relative

distances between them.

Since we are dealing with relative distances, two distinct ex-

ecutions that achieve the same coverage, but produce different

branch-hit-count states would represent two unique vectors in the
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space, and we can naturally quantify their difference compared to

the other vectors in the space. Indeed this is the key intuition of

our distance-based fitness function.

3.1 Fitness as Distance between Vectors

In our model, a branch-hit-count state corresponds to a vector in

a space that we call the branch-hit-count state space Ωp , which is
formally defined as follows. For any test case t , we can obtain a
branch-hit-count state ϵp (t) in Ωp by executing p with t .

Definition 3.1 (Branch-Hit-Count State Space). Given a program p,
the branch-hit-count state space of p, Ωp , is the set of all possible
branch-hit-count states we can obtain by executing p.

With this, we now introduce the concept of execution distance,

which measures the relative distance between two branch-hit-count

states, thereby determining the difference between their two execu-

tions. Note that the distance between two vectors is dependent on

which space we are in. Thus, our definition of execution distance

takes a basis B into account.

Definition 3.2 (Execution Distance). Given a program p and a

basis B, any pair of branch-hit-count states in Ωp have an execution
distance δB on the space defined by B, which is simply defined as
the Euclidean distance

∀(�x, �y) ∈ Ω2p , δB(�x, �y) = ‖ �x
T
B − �yT B‖.

Intuitively, two executions are similar to each other when their

execution distance is small, and vice versa. For example, suppose

there is a program with only three branches, and there are three

executions of the program, which result in the branch-hit-count

states �x = (3, 0, 1), �y = (3, 0, 0), and �z = (0, 1, 1), respectively. In this
case, we can readily determine that �x and �y are similar to each other
as the first branch is exercised three times in both cases, unlike �z. Al-
though branch hit counts do not completely reflect the semantics of

the program executions, we can still extract meaningful distinction

between executions.

Since a test case produces an execution for a given PUT, we can

compare two test cases for the PUT by leveraging their execution

distances. That is, the execution distance allows us to compute

the difference between given test cases with respect to the PUT.

Therefore, we devise a new fitness function to quantify the novelty

of a given test case compared to the current population, i.e., test

cases in the seed pool. Let Π = {t1, t2, · · · , tm } be a seed pool ofm
test cases, the distance-based fitness of a newly generated t is then
the minimum execution distance between t and all the seeds in Π.
As execution distance can vary depending on the current space we

are in, the definition of distance-based fitness function also takes

the current space (B) into account.

Definition 3.3 (Distance-based Fitness Function). Given a pro-

gram p and a basis B, the distance-based fitness ΔB(t,Π) of a test
case t with regard to a seed pool Π is the minimum execution dis-

tance between ϵp (t) and a set {∀i ∈ Π : ϵp (i)} on the space defined
by B. Formally, the distance-based fitness function is

ΔB(t,Π) = min
i ∈Π

δB(ϵp (t), ϵp (i)).

With the distance-based fitness function, we can now quantify

the difference between a test case and a pool of test cases. For

example, let us consider the test cases with the following states:

ϵp (t1) = (1, 1, 2), ϵp (t2) = (0, 1, 1), ϵp (t3) = (1, 0, 2), and ϵp (t4) =
(0, 3, 3). Assume the current seed pool contains the first two seeds

{t1, t2}, and our fuzzer has generated the test case t3 and t4. We

can now compare the two test cases, decide which is the fittest

and include it in the pool. Using the standard basis as B, we obtain

ΔB(t3, {t1, t2}) = 1, and ΔB(t4, {t1, t2}) ≈ 2.45. Since t4 execution
is further away from the seed pool, its inclusion in the pool brings

more novelty than t3 would. Hence, t4 is a better fit. Although
neither test cases bring new coverage, this is representative of how

the combination of their branch-hit-count differs. t3 execution only
differs from t1 on the second branch, while t4 differs from t1 on all
the branches.

3.2 Impracticality of Distance-based Fitness

Our distance-based fitness function is indeed informative—it pro-

vides a way to effectively quantify the fitness of generated test

cases—but such benefit comes with a price. Although it does not

require any new coverage metric to be introduced, it is not fea-

sible to apply the idea directly to current fuzzers due to its high

computational cost.

Since we have to compute the fitness for every generated test

case, the performance of fitness computation is critical. Unfortu-

nately, its time complexity is roughlyO(mn), wherem is the number

of seeds in our seed pool, and n is the number of branches in the
PUT. Note that there can be easily thousands of seeds in the popula-

tion as well as thousands of branches in the PUT. This is indeed the

challenge (C2) that we address in the paper. To make our approach

practical, we need to reduce one of the terms.

One plausible way to improve the performance is to employ a

specialized data structure designed for efficient distance queries,

such as M-tree [16]. It allows us to reduce the number of seeds

to look for without any loss of information. However, it does not

guarantee any practical lower bound. In a preliminary study we per-

formed, we only observed about 70% of performance improvement

withM-tree, which was far from enough to make the distance-based

fitness function practical for fuzzing.

Therefore, we address this impracticality challenge by reducing

the dimensionality of the branch-hit-count states, which effectively

reduces n, the number of branches to consider. Recall that PCA
(as introduced in §2.2) is a well-known methodology for reducing

the dimensionality of a dataset while minimizing the loss of in-

formation. The goal here is to reduce the dimensionality of the

branch-hit-count state space, which can drastically improve the

performance of our fitness function computation. Nevertheless, this

new intermediary step introduces its own challenges as we describe

in the following section.

4 DYNAMIC PCA

The high computational demand of distance-based fitness function

naturally leads us to the second challenge (C2). To tackle the chal-

lenge, we introduce dynamic PCA, a novel technique for reducing

the dimensionality of the branch-hit-count states.

As the name implies, dynamic PCA is inspired by PCA, but PCA

itself does not perfectly meet our needs for several reasons. First,
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PCA itself is computationally expensive: it has a cubic-time com-

plexity in the number of samples and dimensions [21]. Second, the

underlying probability distribution we are sampling from changes

every time as the seed pool varies: grey-box fuzzing creates a dy-

namic environment. This means we would need to compute PCA

every time we add a new seed to our pool, but its cost would be-

come extremely high. As we will explain in §8, several variations of

PCA have been introduced, none of them suits our case. Dynamic

PCA overcomes these challenges by presenting an efficient approx-

imation of PCA, which eventually enables the practical use of the

distance-based fitness for grey-box fuzzing.

4.1 Algorithm Overview

At a high level, dynamic PCA achieves its performance improvement

by (1) reducing the number of times eigendecomposition is run, and

(2) limiting the number of axes in the space to perform eigendecom-

position on. Dynamic PCA periodically runs eigendecomposition,

i.e., the standard PCA, for every time interval we choose, which is

one minute in the current implementation. It maintains a reduced

covariance matrix and incrementally updates the matrix. When we

perform eigendecomposition, we run it only on the reduced matrix.

The DynPCA function in Algorithm 1 describes the main algo-

rithm, which roughly takes in a space representation (B, Σ), and

returns an updated one. The initial space representation is obtained

by running the standard PCA for the seeds in the initial seed pool

given by the user. Unlike the standard PCA we described in §2.2,

though, it also takes in three more parameters as input: (1) �x is the

branch-hit-count state obtained by executing the currently gener-

ated test case, which is required to update the space information; (2)

s is the number of generated test cases; and (3) θexp is a variable au-
tomatically set by our algorithm, whose initial value is the infinity

∞. Dynamic PCA operates with three major functions: ExpandBa-

sisIfInteresting, UpdateCovMatrix, and PeriodicDecompose.

ExpandBasisIfInteresting checks whether the branch-

hit-count state �x suffers a large information loss when pro-
jected on B. If it does, then we consider �x as an “interesting”

vector, and add it to our basis B as an extra axis (see §4.2).

UpdateCovMatrix updates the current covariance matrix

Σwith regard to the given branch-hit-count state �x (see §4.3).
Note that Σ effectively summarizes the branch-hit-count

states of all the test cases the fuzzer observed so far.

PeriodicDecompose periodically readjusts the basis B ev-

ery minute by running the standard PCA. The current time

interval is empirically chosen, but it is a user configurable

parameter in our implementation. Note that this function

needs to handle only a reduced space returned by the previ-

ous steps. That is, the number of axes in B is several orders

of magnitude smaller than the total number of branches in

the PUT. This is indeed the key to our approach.

Information Loss due to Dynamic PCA. Although dynamic PCA

makes it efficient to compute the principal components of a given

space representation, it loses the guarantee of maximizing the vari-

ance of the reduced space. Nonetheless, our empirical result shows

that the information loss caused by dynamic PCA is 20% or less in

most subjects we tested (see §6.3). Therefore, dynamic PCA can be

a practical alternative to standard PCA.

Algorithm 1: Dynamic PCA

// θexp is globally given, and initially set to ∞.

1 function ExpandBasisIfInteresting(B, Σ, �x)

2 loss←

√
‖ �x ‖2 − ‖ �xT B‖2 // By Pythagoras

3 if loss > θexp then

4 B, Σ← Append(B, Σ, �x)

5 B← GramSchmidt(B)

6 θexp ← UpdateLoss(θexp, loss)

7 return B, Σ

8 function PeriodicDecompose(B, Σ)

9 if IsOneMinutePassed() then

10 B, Σ← PCA(B, Σ)

11 return B, Σ

// The main function

12 function DynPCA(B, Σ, �x , s)

13 B, Σ← ExpandBasisIfInteresting(B, Σ, �x)

14 Σ← UpdateCovMatrix(B, Σ, �x , s)

15 B
′, Σ′ ← PeriodicDecompose(B, Σ)

16 return B′, Σ′

4.2 Incremental Basis Expansion

In ExpandBasisIfInteresting, the information loss caused by

projecting the execution on B is quantified by loss in Line 2. In

Line 3, the loss is considered significant if above the threshold θexp.
Then, in Line 4, the new branch-hit-count state, which is a vector

by definition, is appended to the basis and the covariance matrix Σ

is expanded by one row and one column. The new basis B is then

orthonormalized by Gram-Schmidt [53] in Line 5.

To get a better understanding, let us consider the previous ex-

ample illustrated in Figure 1. There are only two branches in the

program and we have 30 initial seeds, one for each point in the plot.

The initial B and Σ are set using the standard PCA on the initial

seeds. Note that this is an expensive operation as the branch-hit-

count state is likely to have many dimensions. We can only afford it

once at the initialization. Now, let us assume that the first test case

we generate manifests the branch-hit-count state �x = (1, 100). We

pass the state to DynPCA, and we reach the ExpandBasisIfInter-

esting function. The branch-hit-count state is indeed a large outlier,

which will pass the test in Line 3 of ExpandBasisIfInteresting.

Therefore, this vector will be appended to B, and then orthonor-

malized into
[
−0.417, 0.909

]
by the Gram-Schmidt [53] procedure.

The following test cases and their branch-hit-count states will be

projected onto the new 2-D basis until the call to the PCA function

in PeriodicDecompose will reconsolidate B into a single vector.

Additionally, ExpandBasisIfInteresting updates the expansion

threshold θexp in Line 6. UpdateLoss records all the loss values in
the past minute and sets θexp to the maximum of the held data. In

our experiments, this was enough to make dynamic PCA maintain

a sufficient number of new axes while keeping the computational

cost low. Optimizing UpdateLoss is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.3 Dynamically Updating Covariance Matrix

As we generate test cases, we should also incrementally update

our covariance matrix to take account of newly sampled test cases
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added to our space. However, there is an issue to be addressed for

updating our covariance matrix. PCA assumes that our sampling

process is performed on a constant probability distribution, but this

is not the case for grey-box fuzzers where a change in the seed pool

implies a change in the sampling process.

To address this problem, we implement UpdateCovMatrix to

include a discount factor α in order to favor newer test cases rather

than older ones. Particularly, every timewe updateΣ, we give higher

weights to newer test cases by progressively decreasing weights

to the previous covariance matrix. Formally, given the (s + 1)-th
generated test case, which produces �x , the UpdateCovMatrix
operates by updating Σ′ as follows.

Σ
′ =

(�xT B) · (�xT B)T + αwsΣ

1 + αws
, wherews = 1+α +α

2+ · · ·+αs−1.

If α is set to 0, then we completely ignore the history, and we end up

solely using the latest test case to construct Σ′. On the other hand,

when α = 1, the term αws becomes s , and the resulting formula
simply represents an incremental mean where s is the total number
of elements. When α is between zero and one, we effectively give

a weight of αws to the old covariance matrix Σ in order to give

the decreasing influence to it as time passes. The lower α is, the

more we forget about the past. Note that the old covariance matrix

represents s total test cases generated so far where the first test case

has a weight α (s−1). We empirically set α to 1− 10−6 in our current

implementation. Although not explicitly mentioned for brevity, the

branch-hit-count state �x is centered before being projected on B.

5 DISTANCE-BASED FUZZING

In this section, we first show a way to dynamically adjust the sensi-

tivity of our fitness function to handle (C3). The primary issue here

is that an informative fitness function such as our distance-based

fitness function would accept too many seeds in the pool. To set

the sensitivity of the fitness function, we introduce adaptive seed

pool update, a novel population update mechanism that dynami-

cally changes its fitness criterion. With this, we present the design

and implementation of Ankou, our fuzzer prototype that enables

distance-based fuzzing by addressing all three challenges (C1, C2,

and C3). Ankou leverages the distance-based fitness function (see

§3) to obtain informative feedback, and employs the dynamic PCA

(see §4) to efficiently compute the distance-based fitness function.

It also uses adaptive seed pool update to dynamically changes its

fitness criterion.

5.1 Adaptive Seed Pool Update

The distance-based fitness of a test case characterizes its novelty

compared to the current population, but having a way to measure

novelty (or fitness) does not tell us when should we add our test

case to the seed pool. Of course, we can add our test case to the

pool when its distance-based fitness is above a threshold, but what

should be the value of the threshold then? Note that the choice

of this threshold is critical as it sets the sensitivity of a fuzzer to

new behaviors of the PUT. If it is infinitely high, the seed pool is

constant and the population does not evolve. On the other hand, if

the threshold is set to zero, any test case will be added to the pool,

which can quickly pack the seed pool.

Algorithm 2: Adaptive seed pool update.

// The space information (B, Σ) is globally given.

// θfit is globally given, and initially set to zero.

1 function PoolUpdate(t, s, Π)
2 B, Σ← DynPCA (B, Σ, ϵp(t), s)

3 if ΔB(t, Π) > θfit then

4 Π′ ← AddToPool(t, Π)

5 θfit ← mini∈Π′ ΔB(i , Π
′ \ {i })

6 return Π′

7 else return Π

Thus, we propose adaptive seed pool update, a novel technique

that dynamically selects the threshold to adaptively control the

sensitivity of our fuzzer. The PoolUpdate function in Algorithm 2

describes the overall algorithm, which takes in a newly generated

test case t , the total number of test cases generated so far s , and the
seed pool Π as input. It then outputs an updated seed pool Π′. In
Line 2, we perform dynamic PCA in order to make our fitness func-

tion computation ΔB efficient. We then check if the distance-based

fitness is bigger than the fitness threshold θfit, which is initially
given as zero. If so, we update both the seed pool and the threshold

in Line 4 and 5. The AddToPool function in Line 4 first pops out

the seed with the lowest distance to the population, and then add

our test case t to the pool. That is, we remove the least fit test case
from the pool while adding a new one. To maintain a sufficient

amount of seeds, AddToPool will only remove a test case when

the pool has 1,000 or more seeds in our current implementation.

In Line 5, we compute the distance-based fitness for all the seeds

in the pool, and set the current minimum fitness as a new threshold.

The intuition here is that in order for a test case to be useful, it

should be at least further away from the pool than the smallest gap

between the seeds. More formally, we set the next threshold θfit by

θfit = min
i ∈Π

ΔB(i,Π \ {i}) = min
(i1,i2)∈Π2,i1�i2

δB(ϵp (i1), ϵp (i2)).

Practical Impact of Adaptive Seed Pool Update. To understand the

impact of adaptive seed pool update, we performed a preliminary

study where we ran Ankou without adaptive seed pool update on a

subject in our benchmark. As a result, Ankou was killed by the OS

due to its excessive memory use after a few minutes. During its run,

Ankou was mostly spending its time computing ΔB in Line 3. Since
there are too many seeds in the pool, its computational cost, even

with dimensionality reduction, became too extreme to be able to

run in practice. Thus, we conclude that adaptive seed pool update

is an essential piece of distance-based fuzzing.

5.2 Ankou Architecture

Ankou follows the general architecture of grey-box fuzzing, which

consists of three major components: seed scheduler, pool manager,

and tester. Figure 2 illustrates the overall design of Ankou. The

seed scheduler selects a seed for fuzzing and passes it to the tester

module. The tester then generates inputs by mutating the given

seed and run the PUT. Upon the PUT execution, the tester passes

the execution trace to the fitness function of the pool manager,

which computes its fitness value. The PoolUpdate function in the
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Figure 2: Ankou architecture.

pool manager module then updates this value with the adaptive

seed pool update technique.

Note that the only difference between existing grey-box fuzzers

and Ankou is in the design of the pool manager module. Particularly,

Ankou uses the adaptive seed pool update for pool update, and the

distance-based fitness function enabled by the dynamic PCA. Any

grey-box fuzzers can easily benefit from distance-based fuzzing.

5.3 Implementation

Ankou is built upon our own AFL implementation in Go [3]. It is

a simplified version of AFL, which implements most of the AFL’s

features, but not all. For instance, our implementation does not

include culling since Ankou performs it on-the-fly in Line 4 of

Algorithm 2. Ankou does not implement the seed prioritization

heuristics employed by AFL, where seeds having fast throughput

and high coverage are likely to get a higher priority. Since our goal

in this paper is on designing a new fitness function for grey-box

fuzzing, we intentionally omitted such heuristics in our implemen-

tation to effectively measure the impact of our fitness function.

Instead, Ankou chooses seeds from the seed pool at random and

generates test cases for a constant time interval, which is currently

one second in the current implementation.

Our current implementation of Ankou consists of 8K lines of

Go (as measured by CLOC [18]). We used the Gonum numeric

library [4] in order to implement the PCA function. Ankou em-

ploys the same instrumentation module provided by the vanilla

AFL [58]. Therefore, Ankou can easily support ASan [49] and AFL-

lafintel [29]. We make our prototype implementation as well as our

benchmark publicly available on GitHub [38].

6 EVALUATION

We evaluated Ankou on the following research questions.

(1) How much was the speed gain enabled by dynamic PCA and

what was its impact on bug discovery?

(2) Can dynamic PCA effectively reduce space dimensionality

without significant information loss?

(3) How does the distance-based fitness function compare to

coverage-based fitness function?

(4) Howmuch is the computational cost of distance-based fuzzing?

(5) How does Ankou compare to other grey-box fuzzers?

6.1 Experimental Setup

Basic Setup. We performed our experiments on two server ma-

chines, each of which is equipped with 44 Intel Xeon E5-2699 v4

cores and 512GB of RAM. For every fuzzing campaign, we used a

Docker container assigned to a single core. Unless stated otherwise,

all the reported numbers are the average of six repeated fuzzing

campaigns, each of which was performed for 24 hours. We used the

Mann-Whitney U-Test [7] with α = 0.05 to determine the signifi-
cance of each experiment. When we report the number of unique

crashes, we follow AFL’s definition: if two crashes achieve the same

branch coverage, we count them as one.

Measuring Throughput. In RQ1, RQ3, and RQ4, the test case gen-

eration throughput—the number of test cases the fuzzer produced

per second—is used as a proxy to measure the cost of the analysis

each fuzzer performs. When a fuzzer performs a time consuming

operation (in the case of Ankou, the dynamic PCA), it is at the

expense of the test case that could have been generated and run in

the same amount of time. Thus, the lower the throughput is, the

higher the cost of the analysis the fuzzer is performing.

Fuzzers to Compare. Since Ankou is a source-based fuzzer it can-

not be fairly compared to binary-based fuzzers such as Eclipser [15]

or RedQueen [9]. Recent source-based fuzzers such as Steelix [33]

and CollAFL [22] were not made available for comparison. Lib-

Fuzzer [5] requires a custom library caller to be made to run experi-

ments. Hence, we compare Ankou against AFL 2.52b [58], the latest

version at the time of writing, and Angora [14]. When we run AFL,

we used the “-d” option, which essentially enables AFLFast [2, 11].

Our Benchmark. To create our benchmark, we collected all the

programs, but with the latest versions, used by CollAFL [22]. This

benchmark includes a total of 24 different program packages, con-

stituting more than 5 MLoC (see Table 1). When a program package

contains more than one executable, we consider all of them as a sep-

arate subject. For example, libtasn1 is a library, which has three

distinct wrapper program executables in its source distribution. In

this case, we regard each executable as a distinct subject2. As a re-

sult, we obtained 150 different subjects from the 24 packages. Since

the authors of CollAFL have not opened their benchmark to the

public, we obtained initial seeds by gathering test cases provided

by each package, and we did not perform any additional processing.

We make our benchmark public along with the source code.

Hours of Experiments. We ran Ankou and AFL on each subject

of our benchmark suite for 24 hours, and repeated this experiment

for 6 times. We did the same for Angora, but only on the subjects it

was successfully compiled for (see §6.6). To answer RQ1 and RQ3,

we selected 24 subjects from the benchmark by randomly choosing

one executable per package. We then ran 24-hour fuzzing for each

of the 24 subjects of the selected subset 6 times. In total, all our

experiments constitute 2,682 CPU days.

6.2 RQ1: Impact of Dimensionality Reduction

Does dynamic PCA really help improve the efficiency of distance-

based fitness function? To answer this question, we run Ankou in

two modes: (mode 1) Ankou with the distance computed using the

2The term subject is widely used in practice by LibFuzzer [5].
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Figure 3: Comparison between distance-based fitness func-

tion with and without dynamic PCA in terms of the number

of crashes found and test case generation throughput.

dynamic PCA, and (mode 2) Ankouwith distance-based fitness func-

tion but without dynamic PCA. Meaning, the distance is computed

using Definition 3.2, without any dimensionality reduction.

Figure 3 illustrates our experimental results after 24 hours of

fuzzing on each of the 24 selected subjects. The line with circles

shows the ratio between the number of crashes found with mode 1

and 2. The line with squares shows the ratio between the test

generation throughput of Ankou with mode 1 and 2. The first five

crash points (circles) have the ratio of one as we found no crash in

both cases. The last six points, with a ratio of 1,000, are the cases

where Ankou in mode 1 found crashes while mode 2 did not. In

all cases, the crash ratio was higher than one, meaning that using

dynamic PCA always produces better results than using Defintion

3.2. Ankou found 11.8× more unique crashes and generated 13.2×

more test cases with dynamic PCA than without it.

The “ 1 < 3 U value” and the “ 2 < 4 U value” columns of Table 1

describe the result of the Mann-Whitney U Test on the experiment.

A value written in bold and with a grey background means the

experiment was successful. If the value is close to 1.0, it means the

hypothesis is validated, e.g. “ 1 < 3 ”. On the other hand, if the value

is close 0.0, it means the opposite is validated, e.g. “ 1 > 3 ”. For those

subjects that show statistical significance, dynamic PCA gave con-

siderably better results in terms of both bug finding and throughput.

These results confirm the necessity of our dynamic PCA to enable

the practical usage of the distance-based fitness function.

6.3 RQ2: Effectiveness of Dynamic PCA

Although dynamic PCA allows us to efficiently generate test cases,

it comes at a price. Since dynamic PCA is an approximation process,

it may suffer from a loss of information. If so, how much would be

the loss? In other words, do the identified basis from dynamic PCA

successfully maximize the variances of branch-hit-count states?

To answer the question, we measured the effectiveness of dy-

namic PCA on all the fuzzing campaigns against the 150 subjects

in our benchmark. The effectiveness is quantified by the variances,

i.e., eigenvalues, appeared in the resulting covariance matrix Σ′.

By computing the portion of the variances of the selected axes in

Σ
′, we can quantify how much information is lost by running the

dynamic PCA (or standard PCA) process. For instance, if we look

back at the example in §2.2, the effectiveness of PCA was about

89% (= 8.18/(8.18 + 0.981)). The closer this number is to 100%, the

less loss of information in the PCA computation will be.

Figure 4 is the histogram showing the effectiveness of dynamic

PCA for all the 150 subjects. For 80% of the subjects, the effectiveness
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Figure 4: The effectiveness of dynamic PCA represented by

the percentage of preserved information on 150 subjects.

The green dashed line represents the median effectiveness.
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Figure 5: Comparison between distance-based fitness and

coverage-based fitness function in terms of the number of

crashes found and test case generation throughput.

was above 78.8%, and for 90% of the subjects, the effectiveness was

above 72.7%. In other words, dynamic PCA was able to keep 80%

of the information obtained from program executions in most of

the subjects. This result indeed highlights the key contribution of

our paper: dynamic PCA can effectively reduce the dimensionality

of program state space without losing much information, which

enables the practicality of distance-based fuzzing.

6.4 RQ3: Distance- vs. Coverage-based Fitness

Recall from §3, one of the key motivations of distance-based fit-

ness function was that coverage-based fitness functions do not

provide sufficient information to fuzzers for finding bugs. To con-

firm the value of distance-based fitness function, we ran Ankou

with and without distance-based fitness function. When disabling

the distance-based fitness function for Ankou, we only used branch

coverage as its fitness criterion.

Figure 5 shows our results after 24 hours of fuzzing on the

same 24 subjects as in RQ1. Overall, distance-based fitness func-

tion found 1.5× more unique crashes, and produced more crashes

in 60% of the subjects, excluding the 5 subjects where no crashes

were found. At best, the distance-based fitness function found 4×

more unique crashes than without it. As the right-most columns

of Table 1 describe, for those subjects that manifest statistic sig-

nificance, distance-based fitness function gave better results for

83% of the cases (5 out of 6). However, for the other subjects that

were not found to be statistically significant, the distance-based fit-

ness function was usually still an improvement over the traditional

coverage-based fitness function in terms of the number of crashes

found. Otherwise, the difference was negligible. Since the expected

loss is slim while the potential gain is large, we should benefit from

choosing the distance-based fitness function a priori.
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Table 1: Detailed experimental results for RQ1 and RQ3. We show the Mann-Whitney U test results along with the detailed

numbers for every experiment we performed. The shared areas indicate statistically significant results.

No PCA vs. Dynamic PCA (RQ1, §6.2) Coverage vs. Distance-based Fitness (RQ3, §6.4)

Package Name Version KLoC
1 Ankou
Crashes

2 Ankou
Throughput

3 No PCA
Crashes

1 < 3
U Value

4 No PCA
Throughput

2 < 4
U Value

5 Cov-based
Crashes

1 < 5
U Value

6 Cov-based
Throughput

2 < 6
U Value

binutils 2.32 1687 0.167 102 0 (-Inf) 0.42 23.9 (÷4.27) 0.00 0.167 0.50 508 (+397%) 1.00
bison 3.3 82.4 497 20 13 (÷38.22) 0.00 1.01 (÷19.86) 0.00 232 (-53%) 0.00 20.8 (+3%) 0.33
catdoc 0.95 3.8 28.7 56.7 8.67 (÷3.31) 0.00 2.48 (÷22.90) 0.00 23.5 (-18%) 0.47 36.9 (-34%) 0.11
cflow 1.6 37.8 470 78.9 83.3 (÷5.64) 0.00 4.72 (÷16.70) 0.00 262 (-44%) 0.00 160 (+102%) 0.69
clamav 0.101.2 840 211 89.3 37 (÷5.70) 0.00 2.55 (÷35.07) 0.00 91 (-56%) 0.00 76.6 (-14%) 0.25
GraphicMagick 1.3.31 252 13.7 66.6 0 (-Inf) 0.08 4.44 (÷14.99) 0.00 3.8 (-72%) 0.35 94.1 (+41%) 1.00
jasper 2.0.14 30.8 324 294 36.7 (÷8.84) 0.00 11.5 (÷25.64) 0.00 142 (-56%) 0.00 189 (-35%) 0.25
libav 12.3 586 23.7 14.8 5.67 (÷4.18) 0.00 0.872 (÷16.94) 0.00 35.4 (+49%) 0.80 12.7 (-14%) 0.40
dwarf b4f198 93.8 15.2 119 9.67 (÷1.57) 0.00 4 (÷29.69) 0.00 17.5 (+15%) 0.92 102 (-14%) 0.44
libexiv2 0.27.1 72.9 57.3 49.1 36 (÷1.59) 0.50 4.02 (÷12.22) 0.00 84.4 (+47%) 0.67 62.6 (+27%) 0.90
libgxps 0.3.1 8.8 2.33 48.6 2.33 0.50 19.4 (÷2.51) 0.00 3 (+28%) 0.83 31.1 (-36%) 0.00
liblouis 3.9.0 36.2 488 30.9 1 (÷487.67) 0.00 5.57 (÷5.54) 0.00 124 (-74%) 0.00 147 (+375%) 1.00
libming 0.4.8 81.2 337 56.2 1.33 (÷252.88) 0.38 9.63 (÷5.83) 0.00 445 (+31%) 0.58 390 (+594%) 1.00
mpg123 1.25.10 41.1 0 18 0 0.50 0.894 (÷20.14) 0.00 0 0.50 42.7 (+137%) 1.00
libncurses 6.1 112 209 33 34 (÷6.14) 0.38 2.5 (÷13.16) 0.00 359 (+71%) 0.56 99.2 (+200%) 1.00
libraw 0.19.2 51.3 17.2 58.8 0 (-Inf) 0.33 9.25 (÷6.36) 0.00 22 (+28%) 0.50 183 (+210%) 1.00
libsass 3.5.2 24.7 5 95.5 0 (-Inf) 0.33 3.63 (÷26.30) 0.00 3 (-40%) 0.75 168 (+75%) 1.00
libtasn1 4.13 30.3 0 78.4 0 0.50 3.37 (÷23.25) 0.00 0 0.50 204 (+159%) 1.00
libtiff 4.0.10 67.6 0.167 117 0 (-Inf) 0.42 10.4 (÷11.22) 0.00 0.167 0.50 259 (+121%) 1.00
libtorrent 1.2.1 119 0 96.7 0 0.50 3.58 (÷27.04) 0.00 0 0.50 134 (+38%) 0.89
nasm 2.14.03rc2 94.0 46.3 30.4 0 (-Inf) 0.00 3 (÷10.14) 0.00 45.8 (-1%) 0.61 185 (+507%) 1.00
pspp 1.2.0 257 312 19 0.5 (÷623.33) 0.29 1.18 (÷16.17) 0.00 196 (-37%) 0.50 46.5 (+144%) 1.00
tcpdump 4.9.2 77.3 0 66.3 0 0.50 6.27 (÷10.57) 0.00 0 0.50 189 (+184%) 1.00
vim 8.1.1332 347 123 10.2 0.667 (÷185.00) 0.00 1.51 (÷6.74) 0.00 62.7 (-49%) 0.33 13 (+27%) 0.53

Total 5037 3180 1649 269 (÷11.82) 139.7 (÷11.80) 2152 (-32%) 3352 (+103%)
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Figure 6: Comparison of test case generation throughput be-

tween Ankou and AFL.

On the other hand, Ankou using distance-based fitness function

had a test case generation throughput 51% lower because of the

time spent on computing its fitness function. Thus, even if the

distance-based fitness incurs a significantly slower throughput, it

allows Ankou to find more unique crashes.

Remarkably, the difference in branch coverage was insignificant:

it was under 1.5% on average. This result coincides with our obser-

vation: software bugs do not manifest when we achieve certain code

coverage, but when we exercise a specific execution path. Therefore,

we conclude that distance-based fitness function benefits grey-box

fuzzing in terms of finding software bugs in an effective manner.

6.5 RQ4: Distance-based Fuzzing Cost

In this subsection, we evaluate the practicality of distance-based

fuzzing with the following two questions: (1) Is the dynamic PCA

necessary? How slow would it be if we were to use the standard

PCA instead?; and (2) How much performance overhead can we

observe by enabling distance-based fuzzing assisted by dynamic

PCA instead of a coverage-based approach?

The answer to the first question is indeed simple: our initial

fuzzer prototype with the standard PCA was not usable as it spends

most of its time on computing the PCA. On our machine, it took

about an hour to compute the PCA for 5,000 seed files. Given that

fuzzers typically run thousands of test cases per second, it would

not be possible to use the standard PCA in practice.

To answer the second question, we compared the test case gen-

eration speed of both Ankou and AFL. We chose AFL because it

is a highly optimized fuzzer in terms of its fuzzing speed [59]. Fig-

ure 6 shows the test case generation throughput, which is a good

measure for the cost of additional operations, as discussed in §6.1.

We observed that Ankou was 35.0% slower than AFL on average,

with 89% of the experiments being significant. However, this does

not mean that Ankou is a worse fuzzer than AFL. Although Ankou

is slow in generating test cases, it produces more meaningful ones,

and thus, finds twice more bugs than AFL as we will see in §6.6.

Unexpectedly, Ankou showed a better throughput than AFL on

13% of the subjects. We thought this could be caused by Ankou

achieving lower code coverage, making executions faster. However,

the correlation between the coverage and the throughput ratios was

only -0.6%. We believe Ankou found new regions of the programs

that quickly terminate, while AFL did not. Overall, distance-based

fuzzing significantly decreases the throughput, but it is worthwhile

to perform more informed, hence more effective, seed pool updates.

6.6 RQ5: Comparison against Other Fuzzers

Although dynamic PCA is costly, it can enable higher software

bug finding. To understand the practical impact of distance-based

fuzzing, we answer the following two questions: (1) how effective

Ankou is in terms of the number of unique crashes found? (2) how

fast can Ankou find a crash?

6.6.1 Number of Crashes. We ran Ankou, AFL, and Angora on

each subject. We then measured how many crashes were found for

each subject along with the achieved branch coverage.
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(b) Ankou vs. Angora.

Figure 7: Comparison between Ankou and other fuzzers in

terms of the number of crashes found and branch coverage.

Figure 7a presents the result against AFL. In total, Ankou found

3K more unique crashes than AFL, which is 1.94× more on average.

Ankou found more crashes on 75% of the subjects, on which 66%

of the experiments where significant. On the other hand, the two

fuzzers achieved more or less the same branch coverage: on average

Ankou covered 1.27% more branches than AFL. Note that Ankou

was able to find twice more crashes even though there was no big

difference in terms of code coverage. This result indeed aligns with

our key intuition: software bugs often manifest when we exercise

a particular execution path, but not when we reach a node.

Figure 7b presents the result against Angora. Unlike AFL and

Ankou, Angora requires DFSan [1] instrumentation to perform

taint tracking, which makes it difficult to compile our benchmark.

As a result, we were only able to compile about half of the packages.

Among these, Angora found crashes in 22 subjects. Here, we report

results only on those. On average, Ankou found 8.0× more crashes

than Angora. Ankou prevailed on most subjects, and half of them

showed strong statistical significance. These results confirm using

the distance-based fitness function leads to better crash finding.

6.6.2 Time-To-Exposure of Crashes. We also measured how much

time each fuzzer spends to find the first crash. On the subjects

where both AFL and Ankou found crashes, Ankou was 27% faster

in finding the first crash. Similarly, on the subjects where both

Angora and Ankou found crashes, Ankou found them 68% earlier.

This result also confirms the effectiveness of Ankou against state-

of-the-art fuzzers in terms of its bug-finding ability.

6.7 Examination on Bugs Found

In §6.6 (RQ5), we reported the average number of crashes found for

six repeated fuzzing experiments. During the whole experiment,

Ankou found 93,754 crashes on the 150 subjects for 21,600 hours

(= 24 × 6 × 150). Although this number has its own value, we

analyzed further to understand how many unique bugs each fuzzer

Ankou AFL

473 279 253

(a) Ankou vs. AFL.

Ankou Angora

79 20 4

(b) Ankou vs. Angora.

Figure 8: Comparison of bugs found.

Table 2: Comparison between fuzzers by the number of

unique bugs when triaged with stack hash.

# of Bugs Found # of Bugs Found

Package Name Ankou AFL Ankou† Angora

binutils 11 36 11 4
bison 58 71 36 2
catdoc 0 15 0 0
cflow 21 18 13 1
clamav 0 0 0 0
dwarf 2 2 2 2
GraphicsMagick 22 27 21 11
jasper 42 37 0 0
libav 1 7 0 0
libexiv2 82 59 16 4
libgxps 5 5 0 0
liblouis 18 11 0 0
libming 84 60 0 0
libncurses 48 53 0 0
libraw 2 4 0 0
libsass 155 12 0 0
libtasn1 0 0 0 0
libtiff 3 2 0 0
libtorrent 0 0 0 0
mpg123 0 0 0 0
nasm 28 12 0 0
pspp 168 99 0 0
tcpdump 0 0 0 0
vim 2 2 0 0

Total 752 532 99 24

† As mentioned in §6.6.1, we were not able to compile Angora on all the packages. For fair com-
parison, we report bugs found by Ankou only on the subjects that Angora was able to run on.

found. This is important, as noted by Klees et al. [28], because

multiple unique crashes may be due to the same bug.

Unfortunately, manual inspection was not an option as there

were simply too many crashes. We originally tried to run ASan [49]

to triage the crashes, but it failed to detect the root cause of many

crashes. Therefore, we decided to use safe stack hash [12] instead,

which works the same as the classic stack hash [41] with one excep-

tion: when there is an unreachable return address in the stack-trace,

it stops traversing the stack. In our experiment, we computed the

safe stack hash of the top five stack-trace entries of each crash.

Although there are advanced crash triaging algorithms [17, 56], it

is beyond the scope of this paper to adopt such techniques.

Figure 8 and Table 2 represents the number of unique bugs found

after running the safe stack hash on all the crashes found. Overall,

Ankou found 1.4× and 4.1×more unique bugs than AFL and Angora,

respectively. There were overlaps, but there were a higher number

of bugs that only Ankou was able to find. All these results confirm

the practicality of Ankou in terms of bug finding.

7 DISCUSSION

First, we define the execution distance (Definition 3.2) as the Eu-

clidean distance in the branch-hit-count space Ωp . Although we
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believe the choice of Euclidean distance is intuitive, one may con-

sider a different distance metric such as Manhattan distance. Fur-

thermore, the fitness function is defined as the minimum distance

from a test case execution to the seed pool executions. While this

is intuitively the amount of discovery made by this new test case,

there may be a more optimal way of setting the fitness function.

We see improving this area as promising future work.

In our experiment, the dynamic PCA was always able to reduce

the state space with an acceptable information loss. However, there

is no guarantee that it will be the case for all programs. We leave it

as future work to prove a theoretical bound of its information loss.

With the adaptive seed pool update, the fitness threshold θfit is
adaptively set to the minimum execution distance between any two

seeds. However, there may be opportunities to choose a more ap-

propriate threshold by not limiting ourselves to the contents of the

seed pool. For example, refused test cases, even though they were

not included in the pool, may be able to provide useful information

to help this choice. Designing an optimal strategy for updating the

seed pool is beyond the scope of this paper.

8 RELATEDWORK

Fuzzing. Fuzzing has shown remarkable success in various ar-

eas [9, 11, 12, 23, 25, 26, 32, 33, 35, 37, 39, 43–47, 51, 57]. In the

context of fuzzing, usage of the evolutionary algorithm was first

introduced by Sidewinder in 2006 [19] and popularized by AFL and

LibFuzzer [5, 58]. Ankou is also a grey-box fuzzer built upon the

evolutionary framework. However, its uniqueness is its leverage

of an informative fitness function that we call distance-based fit-

ness, which deals with the considerably high dimensionality of the

program state space, compared to the existing fitness functions.

Improving Fitness Function. There have been several research

papers on improving the information given to, and the objective of

the fitness function. CollAFL [22] improves information quality by

avoiding hash collisions, thus indirectly enhances the fuzzer fitness

function. Although it gains by avoiding imprecision, its fitness is

still based on branch-hit-count states, so it suffers from the local

optimum problem. PerfFuzz [31] leverages multi-dimensional feed-

back considering both code coverage and execution counts to tackle

the local optimum problem. Eclipser [15] uses branch distances [40]

to guide their search towards solving linear and monotonic con-

straints. Angora [14] augments its fitness function by considering

the calling context when calculating branch coverage. However,

none of these approaches handles the high-dimensionality problem

of employing an informative fitness function. Our distance-based

fitness function is complementary to them.

Distance between Test Cases. Feldt et al. [20] proposed a dis-

tance quantifying the difference between test cases. Unlike execu-

tion distance (see Definition 3.2), which is based on the execution of

a program, this one is based on the input contents alone. It could still

have been used in complement to δB if it was not for its high com-
putational cost. Pinilla-López et al. [36] compute PCA on the most

recently discovered seeds to bias the seed scheduling. Although

their work shares the same intuition in conceptualizing the state

space, our approach differs both in goal as well as in the underlying

technique. Our goal is guiding a fuzzing campaign using a fitness

function, while theirs is modifying the seed scheduling algorithm.

Moreover, scheduling algorithms can only be informed by seeds

already chosen by their fitness function. However, our approach

recognizes information from all the generated test cases.

Seed Scheduling. Starting from Woo et al. [55] seed schedul-

ing has been a popular topic for improving fuzzers. AFLGo [10]

and Hawekeye [13] combine fuzzing with information extracted

from static analysis to direct fuzzers. AFLFast [11] suggests power

scheduling, which assigns more energy to seeds that achieve higher

code coverage. Cerebro [34] enhances seed scheduling based on a

variety of objectives such as code complexity and code coverage

of seeds. Such improvement has the benefit of focusing on a tiny

subset of test cases already selected by the user or the fitness func-

tion, i.e., the seed pool. Unfortunately, we cannot directly apply

these techniques to a fitness function due to its harsh performance

requirement: it needs to run for every single test case.

Advanced PCA. Roweis [48] suggests an expectation maximiza-

tion algorithm for computing PCA. It does not need the covariance

matrix, and only calculates the desired number of principal com-

ponents. However, this approach requires all the samples to be

given at the beginning of the algorithm, which does not meet our

needs since fuzzers generate samples throughout the fuzzing cam-

paign. On the other hand, the online PCA [42, 54] aims to compute

principal components on the fly: whenever new data is acquired,

it updates the current principal components. This solution is not

suitable for grey-box fuzzing as each of the online PCA updates

has a complexity of O(n2), where n is the number of dimensions
of the original space, i.e., the number of branches. Whereas the

time complexity of dynamic PCA is linear in n. Other approaches
such as random projection based online PCA [24] and stochastic

PCA [8, 50] have a linear complexity. This is achieved by discarding

much of the available data, unlike the dynamic PCA, which includes

most of the data by updating the covariance matrix and its basis

improvement mechanism. Furthermore, none of the approaches

above includes a discount factor, described in §4.3.

9 CONCLUSION

We designed and implemented Ankou, the first grey-box fuzzer that

operates with a high dimensionality representation of the program

state space. Ankou employs distance-based fitness function, which

provides too much information about program executions to con-

sume in practice. However, we transform the information obtained

by the fitness function with our novel dimensionality reduction

technique that we refer to as dynamic PCA. As a result, we were

able to greatly improve the current state of grey-box fuzzing in

terms of its bug finding ability. We made both our source code and

benchmark public to support open science.
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